
13: A Picture Provokes a Thousand Words

Photographs illuminate a text

Suitable for Key Stages 2-5

Summary

Students take a series of photographs to
illustrate a text they are reading.

What’s the point? 

By trying to decide what to photograph the
students engage deeply with the text. They
also have to think metaphorically rather than
just literally. Justifying their choices to their
group and then to the teacher forces them to interpret the text.

In the classroom

Read a text and check that your students have a basic understanding of what it is about. Then ask 
them to take six to ten photographs to illustrate it. You can be more specific and say: ‘Choose two 
ideas/feelings expressed in the poem and take three photos for each.’ Set a strict time limit for this.

Giving them the following rules before they leave the classroom usually keeps them out of trouble:

1. Don’t disturb another class.

2. Don’t photograph (or pretend to photograph) anyone who isn’t in your group.

3. Don’t take any pictures in the toilets or changing rooms.

If they are using their own phones to take the photographs, it’s wise to add: ‘Nobody can appear in 
any picture.’ (The unhappy sequence could all too easily run: a funny face, a falling out, Facebook 
– all within seconds.)

It is best to send students in pairs or groups of three, but fours will work if you don’t have enough 
cameras. Above four and at least one person ends up fooling around and not engaging with the 
text.

When they return after the time you allocated has elapsed, ask them to explain why they took each
photograph. The written work that follows can be as simple as: ‘Choose a line from the poem to go 
with each photograph.’ A little more difficult is: ‘I chose to photograph _____ because in the poem it
says _____.’ If you had asked them to choose the four most important moments in a play to 
photograph, you could ask them to justify choosing those moments, as well as saying why they 
chose to take a particular shot.

Tips and techniques

Although this technique works most obviously with poetry, it is also effective with short stories and 
plays. It is most effective when the students can’t photograph the things mentioned in the text. So, 
for example, a poem about school would probably not work because the students would just 
photograph parts of your own school.
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